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Abstract
A (strongly) Helly graph is a connected graph for which any nite (resp. nite or innite)
family of pairwise non-disjoint balls has a non-empty intersection. Strongly Helly graphs are
important objects of the category of simple graphs with contractions (i.e., maps that preserve
or contract the edges). They are the absolute retracts and the injective objects with respect to
the isometries. Many properties about (strongly) Helly graphs are known, in particular results
concerning the geodesic convexity and xed point properties or more precisely invariant simplex
properties. We will survey several of these results. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
1. Introduction
Helly graphs, and more often strongly Helly graphs when dealing with innite graphs,
have been studied [3,4,6,11,13,14,19,20,22{25] by numerous authors, and according to
the investigated specic problems, under dierent names: disk-Helly graphs, retracts of
the strong product of paths, absolute retracts, injective objects, etc. Many properties
about (strongly) Helly graphs are known, in particular results concerning the geodesic
convexity and xed point properties or more precisely, due to the discrete structure
of graphs, invariant subgraph properties. After recalling some general properties in
Section 3, we will survey several of these results. Mainly
 For the geodesic convexity in Section 4, the Radon and the Helly numbers, as well
as some extensions of the Helly Theorem to the intersections of innite families of
convex sets.
 For xed point properties in Section 5, we will give several sucient conditions
for a Helly graph G in order that: (i) there exists a non-empty nite simplex
(complete graph) that is strictly invariant under every automorphism of G; (ii) ev-
ery self-contraction of G strictly stabilizes a non-empty nite simplex; (iii) every
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commuting family of self-contractions of G has a common strictly invariant non-
empty nite simplex.
Except for a few proofs and outlines of proofs, we only state results.
2. Preliminaries
The graphs we consider are undirected, without loops and multiple edges. A complete
graph will be simply called a simplex. For AV (G) we denote by G[A] the subgraph
of G induced by A, and we set G − A:=G[V (G)− A].
A path P = hx0; : : : ; xni is a graph with V (P) = fx0; : : : ; xng; xi 6= xj if i 6= j,
and E(P) = ffxi; xi+1g: 06i<ng. A ray or one-way innite path hx0; x1; : : :i is also
dened similarly. A graph is rayless if it contains no ray. A path P = hx0; : : : ; xni is
called an (x0; xn)-path, x0 and xn are its endpoints, while the other vertices are called
its internal vertices, n= jE(P)j is the length of P.
The usual distance in a connected graph G between two vertices x and y, that
is the length of an (x; y)-geodesic (i.e., shortest (x; y)-path) in G, is denoted by
distG(x; y). The diameter of G is diam(G):=supfdistG(x; y): x; y 2 V (G)g. The graph
G is bounded if its diameter is nite. A subgraph H of G is isometric if distH (x; y)=
distG(x; y) for all vertices x and y of H .
If G and H are two graphs, a map f :V (G)!V (H) is a contraction if f pre-
serves or contracts the edges, i.e., if f(x) = f(y) or ff(x); f(y)g2E(H) whenever
fx; yg2E(G). Note that the contractions between two graphs G and F correspond
to the non-expansive maps between the associated metric spaces (V (G); distG) and
(V (H); distH ). Graphs and contractions form a category in which the product is what
is usually called the strong product of graphs. A contraction f from G onto an induced
subgraph H of G is a retraction, and H is a retract of G, if its restriction to H is the
identity.
3. General properties
3.1. Denitions and categorical properties
If x is a vertex of G and r a non-negative integer, the set BG(x; r):=fy2V (G):
distG(x; y)6rg is the ball of center x and radius r in G.
Denition 3.1.1. A Helly graph is a connected graph G for which any nite family
of pairwise non-disjoint balls has a non-empty intersection. If the same holds even for
any innite family of pairwise non-disjoint balls, then we say that G is a strongly
Helly graph.
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Several authors call Helly graph what we call strongly Helly graph in this paper. But,
since most of the properties we will see hold for Helly graphs, and thus a fortiori for
strongly Helly graphs, we have chosen the above terminology. This obviously makes
no dierence in the nite case, and moreover, as we will see, most of the results on
innite Helly graphs concern Helly graphs that contain no innite simplices, and thus
this still makes no dierence since Polat and Pouzet [21] proved that:
Proposition 3.1.2 (Polat and Pouzet [21]). Any Helly graph containing no innite sim-
plices is a strongly Helly graph.
Proof: (a) Call an innite family B of balls of G Helly-critical if the elements of B
are pairwise non-disjoint, but
T
B= ;. We claim that if G is not strongly Helly, then
there exists a Helly-critical family of balls of G such that one of its element has a
radius equal to 1.
Let r be the smallest positive integer such that there exists an innite Helly-critical
family (Bi)i2I of balls of G, with Bi :=BG(ai; ri), and ri0 = r for some i0 2 I . Assume
that r > 1.
Put Ci :=BG(ai; ri + 1) if i 6= i0, and Ci0 :=BG(ai0 ; ri0 − 1). Clearly the Ci’s are
pairwise non-disjoint. By the assumption on r, the family (Ci)i2I is not Helly-critical.
Hence,
T
i2I Ci 6= ;. Let x be an element of this intersection. Then the family obtained
by adding to (Bi)i2I the ball BG(x; 1) is a family of pairwise non-disjoint balls of G
whose intersection is empty since
T
i2I Bi = ;. Therefore, this family is Helly-critical,
which once more contradicts the assumption on r. This proves the claim.
(b) Suppose that G is a Helly graph containing no innite simplices, but that
is not strongly Helly. By (a) there exists an innite Helly-critical family (Bi)i2I of balls
of G, with Bi:=BG(ai; ri), such that one of them has a radius equal
to 1. Construct a sequence x0; x1; : : : of pairwise adjacent vertices of G such that,
for every n>0; xn 2
T
06i6n BG(ai; ri) and is adjacent to all other elements of this
intersection.
Let i0 2 I be such that ri0 = 1, and let x0:=ai0 . Suppose that i0; : : : ; in and x0; : : : ; xn
have already been constructed. Since
T
i2I Bi = ;, there is an in+1 2 I such that
xn 62 BG(ain+1 ; rin+1). Put An+1:=
T
06i6n+1 BG(ai; ri), and suppose that no element
of An+1 is adjacent to all other elements of this set. Note that, since G is a Helly
graph and because An+1V (ai0 ;G), the intersection An+1 \ BG(y; 1) \ BG(z; 1) is
non-empty for every y; z 2 An+1. Construct pairwise adjacent elements z0; z1; : : : of
An+1 as follows. Let z0 be any element of An+1. Suppose that z0; : : : ; zp have al-
ready been constructed. By the hypothesis, for all j; 0>j>p, there exists a yj 2
An+1 − BG(zi; 1). Hence, by the preceding remark and since G is a Helly graph, the
intersection An+1 \
T
06j6p BG(yj; 1)\
T
06j6p BG(zj; 1) is non-empty. Let zp+1 be an
element of this intersection. Clearly zp+1 62 fy0; : : : ; ypg [ fz0; : : : ; zpg. Therefore, the
subgraph of G induced by fz0; z1; : : :g is an innite simplex, contrary to the properties
of G. Hence there exists an element, say xn+1, of An+1 which is adjacent to all other
elements of this set.
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Finally, the vertices x0; x1; : : : are pairwise adjacent by construction, thus they induced
an innite simplex of G, which once more contradicts the properties of G.
The class of strongly Helly graphs is a variety, i.e., it is closed under retracts and
products. Strongly Helly graphs are very important objects of the category of graphs
with contractions. In particular, as a consequence of a more general result on general-
ized metric spaces, Jawhari et al. [6, Theorem IV-1.2.2] proved the following charac-
terizations.
Theorem 3.1.3 (Jawhari et al. [6]). Let G be a connected graph. The following
assertions are equivalent:
(i) G is a strongly Helly graph;
(ii) G is a retract of a product of paths;
(iii) G is an absolute retract with respect to the isometries (i.e.; G is a retract of
every graph for which it is an isometric subgraph);
(iv) G is injective with respect to the isometries (i.e.; for every graph H and every
AV (H); each contraction f from H [A] into G extends to a contraction from
H into G).
Pouzet [22,23] (see also [6, Theorem IV-1.2.3]) and independently Pesch [11] for
nite graphs, proved the existence of an injective hull for any graph. More precisely:
Theorem 3.1.4. For every graph G there exists; up to isomorphism; a unique minimal
strongly Helly graph H (injective hull) for which; G is an isometric subgraph. If in
addition G is nite; then H is also nite.
3.2. Helly graphs and pseudo-modular graphs
Denition 3.2.1. Let G be a graph. A median of a triple fx; y; zg of vertices of G is
a vertex m 2 IG(x; y)\ IG(y; z)\ IG(z; x). G is modular (resp., median) if every triple
of vertices of G has a median (resp. a unique median).
A pseudo-median of a triple fx; y; zg of vertices of G is a triple fx0; y0; z0g of pairwise
adjacent vertices such that fx0; y0g IG(x; y), fy0; z0g IG(y; z) and fz0; x0g IG(z; x).
A graph G is pseudo-modular if every triple fx; y; zg of vertices of G admits a median
or a pseudo-median.
By the following result [2, Proposition 4] of Bandelt and Mulder, Helly graphs are
pseudo-modular.
Lemma 3.2.2 (Bandelt and Mulder [2]). A connected graph is pseudo-modular if
and only if each triple of pairwise non-disjoint balls has a non-empty intersection.
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3.3. Helly graphs and dismantlable graphs
We will now recall the denition of strongly dismantlable graphs. We will say that
a vertex x of a graph G is dominated (resp., strictly dominated) by a vertex y in a
graph G if BG(x; 1)BG(y; 1) (resp. BG(x; 1)BG(y; 1)). Note that, if x is a dominated
vertex of a graph G, then the graph G − x is a retract of G. Due to this property and
to the minimality of the injective hull we have the following property:
Proposition 3.3.1. Every dominated vertex of the injective hull of a graph G is a
vertex of G.
For strongly Helly graphs we also have the following property which can be easily
proved:
Proposition 3.3.2. If x and y are non-adjacent vertices of a strongly Helly graph
G such that distG(x; u)6distG(x; y) for every neighbor u of y; then y is strictly
dominated by some vertex of an (x; y)-geodesic in G.
Denition 3.3.3. A nite graph G is said to be dismantlable if there is a well-ordering
6 on V (G) such that, every vertex x which is not the greatest element of (V (G);6) is
dominated by some vertex y 6= x in the subgraph of G induced by the set
fz 2 V (G): x6zg.
Quilliot [24] proved that any nite Helly graph is dismantlable. We generalized this
result by extending the concept of dismantlability.
Denition 3.3.4. A graph G is strongly dismantlable if there is a well-ordering 6 on
V (G) with a greatest element u such that, for every vertex x 6= u, there is a strictly
increasing nite sequence x = x0<   <xn = u where, for 06i<n, the vertex xi is
dominated by xi+1 in the subgraph of G induced by the set fz 2 V (G): xi6zg.
Theorem 3.3.5 (Polat [14]). A strongly Helly graph is strongly dismantlable if and
only if it contains no isometric rays.
Notice that by [14, 2.7] the strongly dismantlable graphs have no isometric rays.
We will introduce a particular class of strongly dismantlable graphs which are very
useful to prove a lot of results concerning these graphs. Let G be a graph. Put
D(G):=fx 2 V (G): x is strictly dominated in G by some y 2 V (G)g:
For an ordinal , we dene G() inductively as follows:
 G(0):=G
 G(+1):=G() − D(G())
 G():=T< G() if  is a limit ordinal.
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The ordinal d(G):=minf: G()=G(+1)g is called the depth of G, and the subgraph
G(1):=G(d(G)) the base of G.
Denition 3.3.6. A graph G is said to be retract-collapsible if G(1) is a non-empty
simplex and, for every x 2 V (G), there exists a nite sequence x0; : : : ; xn such that
x0 = x; xn 2 V (G(1)); d(xi)<d(xi+1) and xi is strictly dominated by xi+1 in G(d(xi))
for every i with 06i<n. (See [14] for a detailed study).
Let G be a graph, and (Tx)x2V (G) a family of pairwise disjoint rayless trees such
that Tx \ G = hxi = T (1)x for every x 2 V (G). Note that any rayless tree is retract-
collapsible by [13, Lemma 3.7]. Then H :=G [ Sx2V (G) Tx will be called a tree-
extension of G. Observe that H (1)G, since the base of Tx is hxi for every x 2
V (G).
Proposition 3.3.7 (Polat [14]). A graph G is strongly dismantlable if and only if there
is a tree-extension of G which is retract-collapsible.
Therefore, the retract-collapsible graphs are particular strongly dismantlable
graphs.
Theorem 3.3.8 (Polat [14]). A strongly Helly graph is retract-collapsible if it has one
of the following properties:
(i) G is rayless.
(ii) G is bounded and in this case d(G)< diam(G).
4. Geodesic convexity
4.1. Generalities
The interval IG(x; y) of two vertices x and y of a graph G is the set of vertices
of all (x; y)-geodesics in G. We recall that a convexity on a connected graph G is
an algebraic closure system C on V (G), such that every element of C, the convex
sets, induces a connected subgraph of G (see van de Vel [28] for a detailed study
of abstract convex structures). Dierent kinds of graph convexities have been studied.
One of the most natural is the geodesic convexity. In this convexity, a subset C of
V (G) is convex if it contains the set of vertices of every geodesic joining two vertices
in C. Throughout this section we will assume that each graph is endowed with this
geodesic convexity.
The convex hull coG(F) of a set F of vertices of a graph G, i.e., the small-
est convex set containing F , is then coG(F) =
S
n2N Fn where F0:=F and Fn+1:=S
x;y2Fn IG(x; y). When working with an innite graph G it is often useful to know
when the convex hull of a nite set of vertices of G is itself nite. A necessary
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condition for this is obviously that each interval of G is nite; such a graph is said to
be interval-nite. For Helly graphs we have the following results.
Lemma 4.1.1 (Polat [20]). A Helly-graph G contains no K1;1;@0 (i.e.; no subgraph
which is the union of a countably innite family of triangles having exactly one
edge in common) if and only if; for every x; y 2 V (G) and every positive integer n;
there are at most nitely many (x; y)-paths of length n. Therefore; in particular; G
is interval-nite if it contains no K1;1;@0 .
We recall that the convex hull of a nite set of vertices of an interval-nite graph
G is nite whenever G is rayless [5, Lemma 4:13] or pseudo-median [20, Corollary
5:3]. Note that every Helly graph is already pseudo-modular (see Section 3.2). Hence
for a Helly graph to be pseudo-median is not an odd hypothesis.
4.2. Classic invariants
A nite set F of vertices of a graph G is said to be Radon dependent if there exists a
Radon partition for F , that is a partition fF1; F2g of F such that coG(F1) \ coG(F2) 6=
;. If no such partitions exist, then F is Radon independent. The Radon number r(G)
of G is the cardinality of a maximum Radon independent subset of V (G). In other
words, r(G)+1 is the smallest number such that every set of at least r(G)+1 vertices
of G admits a Radon partition.
The Helly number h(G) of a graph G is the smallest cardinal such that any -
nite family of h(G)-wise non-disjoint convex sets has a non-empty intersection. This
countable cardinal is clearly not smaller than the cardinality of any nite simplex (i.e.,
complete subgraph) of G, thus than the supremum of the cardinalities of all simplices
of G, the clique number !(G) of G. Furthermore, Levi [9] proved that, for any convex
structure, the Helly number is at most equal to the Radon number. Therefore, for any
graph G with !(G) nite, we have the string of inequalities:
!(G)6h(G)6r(G):
For Helly graphs Bandelt and Pesch [3] proved that the equalities hold.
Theorem 4.2.1 (Bandelt and Pesch [3]). Let G be a Helly graph whose clique number
is nite. Then
(i) r(G) = !(G) if !(G)> 2; and r(G)63 if !(G)62;
(ii) h(G) = !(G).
Note that recently Bandelt and Chepoi [1] have shown that h(G) = !(G) for ev-
ery weakly modular graph, and in particular for every pseudo-modular graph, which
generalizes the preceding result.
Proof: (ii) is a consequence of (i) and of the preceding general inequalities.
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(i) The result is clear if !(G)62. Suppose that !(G)>3 and let X V (G) be
Radon independent. The proof can be reduced to nite Helly graphs by considering
the injective hull H of G[X ] and by showing that H , which is nite since X is nite,
can be viewed as an isometric subgraph of G, where every vertex of H lies on a
shortest path joining two elements of X . Hence, by Propositions 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, the
elements of X consist precisely of the vertices of H , which are strictly dominated in H .
We can then show by induction on the cardinality of V (H), that there exists an
injection f of X into the vertex set of a simplex of H such that, for every x; y 2 X ,
f(x) and f(y) belong to an (x; y)-geodesic in H . Therefore r(G)6jX j6!(H)6!(G).
Hence r(G) = !(G) because of the general converse inequality.
4.3. Innite families of convex sets
The Helly number of a graph G is related to nite families of convex sets only, even
if G is innite. If one omits this condition of niteness by considering any family of
convex sets, nite or innite, then the equality h(G) =!(G) does not hold in general.
Take for example a ray | which is a Helly graph | R:=hx0; x1; : : :i and the family
(xi: n6i)n>0 of convex sets; then these sets are pairwise non-disjoint, but have an
empty intersection. Several innite generalizations of the classic Helly Theorem for
Euclidean spaces have been studied, but, except in [15,19], no innite families of
convex sets in a graph seem to have received most attention. We will recall the results
of these papers concerning Helly graphs. We begin by a particular case of a result [19,
Theorem 1:1] which is analogous to a theorem of Rado [26] about families of convex
sets in Rn.
Theorem 4.3.1. Let G be a Helly graph such that !(G) is nite; and let F be an
innite family of convex sets in G. Then there is an innite subfamily H of F which
has one of the following properties:
(i) H has the nite intersection property (i.e.; every nite subfamily of H has a
non-empty intersection);
(ii) each subfamily S ofH has a non-empty intersection if and only if the cardinality
of S is less than !(G).
Proof: Consider all subfamilies of !(G) members of F such that every subfamilies
of less than !(G) members of each of these families has a non-empty intersection.
Then, by Ramsey Theorem, there exists an innite subfamily H of F such that, each
subfamily of !(G) members of H has either a non-empty intersection or an empty
one. Then H has the nite intersection property in the rst case because h(G)=!(G)
by Theorem 4.2.1, and property (ii) in the second case.
The next result as well as most of the results of the last section are of topological
nature, so we need to introduce a few denitions.
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Let G be a graph. For A; BV (G), an (A; B)-path of G is an (x; y)-path P of G such
that V (P)\A=fxg and V (P)\B=fyg. For x 2 V (G) and AV (G), an (x; A)-linkage
of G is a set of (fxg; A)-paths of G which have pairwise only x in common. If there
exists an innite (x; A)-linkage in G, then we say that x and A are innitely linked in
G. By Menger Theorem, if x 62 A, then x and A are innitely linked in G if and only
if there exists no nite subset of V (G)− fxg that meets every (fxg; A)-path of G.
We recall that the ends of a graph G are the classes of the equivalence relation vG
dened on the set of all rays of G by: RvG R0 if and only if there is a ray R00 whose
intersections with R and R0 are innite. In particular, two rays of a tree belong to the
same end if and only if they contain a common subray. A vertex x of G is said to
dominate an end  of G if x is innitely linked to the vertex set of some (hence any)
ray belonging to .
We have endowed the vertex set of any graph G with two topologies: the domination
topology [17] and the geodesic topology [18]. In the domination topology the closure
of any AV (G) is the set of vertices of G which belong to A or which are innitely
linked to A in G. For this topology, the space V (G) is compact if and only if all
ends of G are dominated [17, Theorem 2:2]; and V (G) is scattered if and only if G
is T@0 -free [17, Proposition 2:4], that is if G contains no subdivision of an @0-regular
tree.
If G is a Helly graph containing no K1;1;@0 the geodesic topology corresponds to the
topology (in terms of closed sets) generated by the convex sets of G as a subbase.
For this topology, the vertex set of such a Helly graph G containing no K1;1;@0 is
compact and scattered if G contains no isometric rays [18, Theorem 3:9] and [20,
Proposition 4:3]. Note that if a graph G contains no isometric rays, then every end of
G is dominated [18, Theorem 3:9].
Finally for a graph G, we will denote by !+(G) the least cardinal n such that G
has no simplex of cardinality n. If !+(G) is nite, then it is the successor of the usual
clique-number !(G) of G. Notice that if !(G)=@0, then !+(G) is @1 or @0 according
to whether G contains or does not contain an innite simplex.
Theorem 4.3.2 (Polat [19]). Let G be a Helly graph without isometric rays; and
which is interval-nite and T@0 -free; or which contains no K1;1;@0 . Then any family of
convex sets in G has a non-empty intersection if and only if each of its subfamilies
of cardinality less than !+(G) has a non-empty intersection.
Note that G contains no innite simplices since it is T@0 -free or contains no K1;1;@0 .
Proof: We have only to prove the suciency, and we will only prove it in the case
where G contains no isometric rays and no K1;1;@0 . We recall that, in this case, every
convex set is closed with respect to the geodesic topology. Let F be a family of
convex sets in G such that each of its subfamilies of cardinality less than !+(G) has a
non-empty intersection. Since h(G) =!(G) whenever !(G) is nite, and !+(G) = @0
otherwise, this implies, by the denition of the Helly number, that every nite subfamily
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of F has a non-empty intersection. The result is then a consequence of the compactness
of V (G).
The last two results are consequences of much more general results of strongly
dismantlable graphs, so we will omit their proofs.
Let G be a graph. An innite set AV (G) is said to be geodesically concen-
trated if, for every nite S V (G), there exists a conite subset A0 of A such that
distG−S(x; y) = distG(x; y) for every x; y 2 A0.
We will say that a set AV (G) is geodesically dispersed if it contains no geodesi-
cally concentrated subset.
Note that every nite set is geodesically dispersed, and that every subset of a geodesi-
cally dispersed set is geodesically dispersed; and that a graph whose vertex set is
geodesically dispersed contains neither an isometric ray nor an innite simplex.
Theorem 4.3.3 (Polat [19]). Let G be a Helly graph whose vertex set is geodesi-
cally dispersed. Then any family of convex sets in G has a non-empty intersection if
and only if each of its subfamilies of cardinality less than !+(G) has a non-empty
intersection.
Theorem 4.3.4 (Polat [15]). Any family of convex sets in a bounded strongly Helly
graph G has a non-empty intersection if and only if each of its subfamilies of cardi-
nality less than !+(G) has a non-empty intersection.
5. Invariant simplex properties
A self-contraction f of G stabilizes (resp. strictly stabilizes) a subgraph H of G,
or H is invariant (resp. strictly invariant) under f, if f(H)H (resp. f(H) = H).
A subset A of V (G) is invariant (resp. strictly invariant) under a self-contraction f
if the subgraph G[A] is.
5.1. Invariance under automorphisms
The rst result of this section is a consequence of Proposition 3:3:8(ii) and the fact
that for a retract-collapsible graph G, the induced subgraph G() is strictly invariant
under every automorphism for every ordinal .
Theorem 5.1.1. Any bounded Helly graph contains a non-empty simplex that is strictly
invariant under every automorphism.
This result holds a fortiori if G is nite; and this nite case was already studied
by Quilliot [25]. Several of the next results come from more general results by using
the following lemma and the concept of Cantor{Bendixson derivative of a topological
space.
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Lemma 5.1.2 (Polat [20]). Let G be a Helly graph containing no innite simplices;
and let F be a family of automorphisms of G. If there exists a non-empty nite
set of vertices of G that is strictly invariant under every element of F; then there
exists a non-empty nite simplex that is strictly invariant under every element
of F.
We now recall the concept of Cantor{Bendixson derivative of order  of a topo-
logical space A. It is dened by induction as follows:
 A(0):=A;
 A(+1) is the derivative, i.e., the set of cluster points, of A();
 A():=T<A() if  is a limit ordinal.
In view of the fact that the A()’s form a decreasing sequence, there exits an ordinal
 such that A() =A(+1). The smallest of these ordinals, denoted by r(A), is the
Cantor{Bendixson rank of A. Note that A(r(A)) = ; if and only if A is scattered.
For x2A, if there is an ordinal  such that x2A −A+1, then  is called the
Cantor{Bendixson rank of x. We recall a general result that we need below.
Lemma 5.1.3 (Polat [20]). Let A be a topological space which is compact and scat-
tered. Then the Cantor{Bendixson rank r(A) =  + 1 for some ordinal ; and the
Cantor{Bendixson derivative A() is nite. Furthermore A() is strictly invariant
under every self-homeomorphism of A.
Theorem 5.1.4 (Polat [13,20]). Let G be a Helly graph. Then there exists a non-
empty nite simplex that is strictly invariant under every automorphism of G if G
has one of the following properties:
(i) G is bounded and contains no innite simplices.
(ii) G is T@0 -free and only has dominated ends.
(iii) G contains no isometric rays and no K1;1;@0 .
(iv) G is n-connected for some positive integer n; T@0 -free and such that there are
at most n− 1 pairwise disjoint rays in each end of G.
(v) G is n-connected for some positive integer n and contains at most n−1 pairwise
disjoint rays.
Proof:
(i) is a particular case of Theorem 5.1.1.
(ii) The space V (G) endowed with the domination topology is then compact and
scattered. Hence, by Lemma 5.1.3, if + 1 is its Cantor{Bendixson rank, the set
V (G)() is nite and invariant under every automorphism of G. The result is then
a consequence of Lemma 5.1.2.
(iii) The proof is analogous to that of (ii) using the geodesic topology instead of the
domination topology.
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(iv) Since G is n-connected and since in each end of G there are at most n−1 pairwise
disjoint rays, we can prove, due to an extension of Menger Theorem (see [12]),
that every end of G is dominated. The result is then a consequence of (ii).
(v) Note that G is obviously T@0 -free. Hence (v) is a particular case of (iv).
Another result requires a few properties about ends. We endow the end set T (G)
of a graph G with the topology, called the end topology, for which the closure of a
subset A of T (G) is the set
A:=f 2 T (G): for every nite S V (G) there is 0 2A
such that CG−S() = CG−S(0)g;
i.e., A is the set of all ends which cannot be separated by a nite S V (G)
from A.
The Cantor{Bendixson rank of an end  of a graph G with respect to the end-topology
is called the order of . This corresponds to the ‘order’ of this end, as dened by
Jung [7].
In this paper, Jung proved that every end of a graph G has an order, if the graph
G contains no end-respecting subdivision of a binary tree (a subgraph H of G is said
to be end-respecting if every end of G contains at most one end of H).
Theorem 5.1.5. Let G be a Helly graph containing no innite simplices and no
end-respecting subdivision of a binary tree and which has at least three ends of
maximal order. Then there exists a non-empty nite simplex that is strictly invariant
under every automorphism of G.
Proof: This is a consequence of Lemma 5.1.2 and of [16, Theorem 4:4] stating that: a
connected graph containing no end-respecting subdivision of a binary tree and having
at least three ends of the maximal order contains a non-empty nite set of vertices
which is strictly invariant under every automorphism.
Since trees are obviously Helly graphs, one obtains immediately:
Corollary 5.1.6. A tree T has a vertex or an edge which is xed by every automor-
phism of T if it has one of the following properties:
(i) T is rayless.
(ii) T contains no end-respecting subdivision of a binary tree and has at least three
ends of maximal order.
5.2. Invariance under self-contractions
The rst three following results are consequences of analogous results for strongly
dismantlable graphs [14, Theorem 4:8], and of Theorem 3.3.5 for the rst two of them
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and of Proposition 3:3:8(ii) for the third. The rst one, which was proved by Quilliot
[25] for nite Helly graphs, is almost a perfect xed-point theorem.
Theorem 5.2.1 (Polat [14]). Let G be a strongly Helly graph containing no isomet-
ric rays. Then; for every self-contraction f of G; there exists a vertex x such that
distG(x; f(x))61.
Theorem 5.2.2 (Polat [14]). Let G be a Helly graph containing no isometric rays and
no innite simplices. Then every self-contraction of G strictly stabilizes a non-empty
nite simplex.
Theorem 5.2.3 (Jawhari et al. [6], Polat [14]). Let G be a bounded strongly Helly
graph. Then every self-contraction f of G stabilizes a non-empty simplex (i.e.; there
exists a simplex K such that f(K)K).
This third theorem, which was independently obtained by Jawhari et al. [6, Theorem
IV-1:3:2], is substantially due to Quilliot [24].
The last result is inspired by two well-known theorems stating that commuting fam-
ilies of endomorphisms of certain structures have a common xed point; the Markov{
Kakutani Theorem [10,8] for compact convex sets of locally convex linear topological
spaces, and the Tarski Theorem [27] for complete lattices.
Theorem 5.2.4 (Polat [20]). Let G be a Helly graph containing no isometric rays
and no K1;1;@0. Then; for any commuting family F of self-contractions of G; there
exists a non-empty nite simplex which is strictly invariant under every element
of F.
Proof: For f2F and AV , where V stands for V (G), put
[A]f:=fx 2 A: fn(x) 2 A for every n 2 N and fp(x) = x for some p 2 Ng:
For every f 2F, we can show that the set Vf, which is non-empty by Theorem 5.2.2,
is closed with respect to the geodesic topology and such that G[Vf] is an isometric
Helly subgraph of G. Therefore, G[Vf] is connected, contains no isometric rays and no
K1;1;@0 . If g 2F commutes with f on Vf, and if x 2 Vf, then fp(g(x))=g(fp(x))=
g(x) for any p 2 N such that fp(x) = x. Thus g(Vf)Vf. Hence, by the properties
of G[Vf] and by Theorem 5.2.2, g strictly stabilizes a non-empty nite subset of Vf.
Therefore, Vf \ Vg = (Vf)g is non-empty and such that Vf \ Vg is an isometric Helly
subgraph of G such that the restrictions of f and g to Vf \ Vg are automorphisms
of G[Vf \ Vg]. These properties can be inductively extended to every nite subfamily
of F.
Consequently, VF:=
T
f2F Vf is non-empty since the geodesic space V (G) is com-
pact and the sets Vf’s are closed. Furthermore, the restriction of every f 2F to VF is
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an automorphism of G[VF]. Besides, since each G[Vf] is an isometric Helly subgraph
of G which is interval-nite as it contains no K1;1;@0 (Lemma 4.1.1), we can prove
that G[VF], being the intersection of all G[Vf]’s, is also an isometric Helly subgraph
of G.
Therefore, by Theorem 5.1.4(iii), G[VF] contains a non-empty nite simplex which
is strictly invariant under the restrictions to VF of every element of F, thus under
every element of F.
For trees this gives immediately:
Corollary 5.2.5. Any commuting family of self-contractions of a rayless tree has a
common xed vertex or xed edge.
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